A numerical algorithm for solving stiff boundary value problems with turning points is presented. The stiff systems are characterized as singularly perturbed differential equations. The numerical method is derived by appropriately discretizing the boundary layer and connection theory for such systems. Numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. In many cases the calculation proceeds with mesh increments which are orders of magnitude larger than those used by other known methods.
Introduction. Numerical methods for approximating the solution of boundary
value problems subjected to singular perturbations have recently begun to appear (cf.
F.W.Dorr [1] , A.M.Il'in [3] ,R.E.O'Malley [5] , C. E. Pearson [6] , as well as unpublished work of H. Keller and H. Kress). ■
The canonical form of such a problem is My = ey" + f{x)y + g{x)y = h{x), 0 < x < 1, (1.1) y{0) = a, yil) = ß where e is considered to be small.
Singularly perturbed problems arise commonly in applications so that numerical methods for approximating their solutions are of considerable interest. The interest is all the more enlarged when the observation is made that such problems comprise classes of problems of the so-called stiff type. Thus, numerical methods developed for singularly perturbed problems will automatically be of use for the numerical solution of stiff problems. This connection between these two classes of problems was noted already by one of us (cf. [4] ) in a study concerning stiff initial value problems. In that study, as in the present one, the asymptotic methods, usually called boundary layer techniques, known to describe the solution of the singularly perturbed problem, are exploited to generate the numerical methods.
The boundary value problem (1.1) is further complicated enormously, when compared to the initial value problem, by the presence of points where / vanishes, the so-called turning points. The analytic value of the solution in the presence of such points as well as the relationship between the values of the solution on adjoining sides of such points is the subject of the so-called connection theory (i. e., WKB analysis, cf.
R. O'Malley [5] ).
Our numerical methods deal with the turning points by casting the connection theory into a numerically exploitable form, moreover, in combination with the boundary layer methods just referred to.
The resulting numerical methods inherit the favorable feature of the analytic methods, namely, they improve rather than degrade with increasing stiffness (decreasing e) in the problem. Moreover, the mesh increments which are used are frequently orders of magnitude larger than those required by other numerical methods for similar problems.
In the present study, our results concern only the linear form (1.1) of the problem. We also set aside the especially difficult phenomena of resonance in the solutions which occurs when / has multiple zeros or when at a simple zero of / the quantity g/f' is an integer.
Our numerical method provides a pointwise approximation to the solution y of (1.1) which is O(Ax). The approximation is probably uniform within G\Ax) in cases where the maximum principle prevails for (1.1). Improvements in the order of the approximation are directly obtainable, as may be seen.
In Section 2, we review the asymptotic theory of turning points which describes the structure of the solution of (1.1). We do this in a form which is designed for the numerical work to follow. In Section 3, we give the formal presentation of our algorithm consisting of a discretization of the boundary layer methods and connection theory developed in Section 2. In Section 4, we comment on limitations of the algorithm and we present an algebraic point of view which leads to a rapid iteration method for executing the algorithm introduced in Section 3. In Section 5, we give the results of calculations performed on a large number of cases.
2. Analytic Aspects of the Solution. In this section, we derive various analytic properties of solutions of (1.1).
2.1. Preliminaries. We proceed by introducing some terminology by means of the following definitions. In these definitions, all points and sets lie in [0, 1]. Definition 2.1. A point x is said to be an irregular point if in every neighborhood of x, the function f{x) is neither larger than a positive number nor smaller than a negative number. To see this, let y = uQ + v0 and y = u, + v. be two such decompositions.
Let u = u. -uQ and v = vl -v0 so that u + v =0. Then (2.5) 0=L(«+û)= Lu +ie-*leL*{e^ev))-i2g-f')v-f2eie.
Solving (2.5) for v and using suitable regularity conditions as cited gives t; = O(e).
Using this in turn along with u + v = 0, we can obtain the same result for u demonstrating the remark. Note that n{x*) = 0, n'{x*) = 1 and that t?' > 0 in the demineighborhood. Thus, the change of variables is a valid one and, from (1.1), we obtain
(2.10) <," +(«i-«i/<*))*,+« -2^-^y=z~¡y-
The solutions of (2.10) are characterized by the following Proposition.
Proposition. There exist functions M(tj, e), /V(t?, e), hin, e) and oie), analytic in e and continuously differentiable in r¡ such that (2.11) y{v, e) = Mir,, e)z + eNin, e)z" is a solution of (2.10) where z is a solution of (2.12) ez^ + aVzv + (b + eoie))z = hin, e).
Here and hereafter (2.13) b=g(xj.
Proof. With
(2.10) may be written as (2.15) gym + ian + e$in))yv +{b+ ye{n))y -h{x)l{n')2.
Inserting (2.11) into (2.15) and using (2.12), we get Let M0 be the solution of (2.19)(a) satisfying M0(0) = 1. Then the solution of (2.19)(b), which is bounded at t? = 0, is given by
Similarly, to order i in e, the Eqs. If z is a solution of (2.12) such that ez is bounded, then from (2.11) (2.22a) y = MQz + eN0zv + Oie).
Differentiating (2.11) with respect to 17 and using (2.12) and the boundedness of ezn gives (2.22b) yn = iM0-N0an)zv+Oil).
From (2.22) it is then clear that if we restrict our attention to quantities determined up to O(e), then we may use z, obtained from the restriction of (2.12), to (2.25) eznn + anzv + bz = 0.
For the bounded solution, it may be verified that tjz as well as ez are bounded.
Thus, since x -n = 0{n2), we find that z(x) -z(t?) = O(tj) and ez Jx) -ez^in) = Oin). Using these observations and the regularity of M0 and N0, we may write (2.24) as (a) y^ = Mo(z + *(**)/«(*•)) + eAV* + 0{e, x -x¿,
As we will see further on, we may adopt the normalization M0{x^) = 1. Thus, (2.26) may be further simplified to (a) y = z + hixjlgixj + eNoi0)z' + 0(e, x -xj, (2.27)
where z is a solution of (2.28) ez" + a{x -xjz + bz = 0.
We are now directed to the solution of Eq. (2.28).
This equation has the parabolic cylinder functions for its solutions. We will now summarize the properties of these solutions which we will require for our numerical method.
In the following Table 2 .1, «, and u2 are approximations to independent solutions of (2.28) (which are bounded in neighborhoods of xj.
Here and throughout p = b/a. From this table, we can deduce properties of z + eA/o(0)z' and z' needed for y and y in (2.27) by taking appropriate (and as yet unspecified) combinations of u, and u2. We recombine the entries in Table 2 These quantities are needed for determining y (as in (2.27)). In terms of our original notation, the relevant data are then displayed in the following Table 2 .2.
In Table 2 This concludes our description of the solution of (1.1) in a neighborhood of irregularity.
3. Description of the Algorithm. In this section we derive our numerical method.
3.1. Preliminaries. Our calculation will be performed on the mesh of points, {x{|/ = 0, ••' ,N} where
The mesh points consist of three types: irregular points, neighboring points and regular points. These are defined as follows:
Definition 3.1. An irregular mesh point is an irregular point in the sense of Definition 2.1. We assume that all irregular points are to be found among the mesh points.
We also assume that each pair of irregular mesh points are separated by at least two points of the mesh. We will hereafter drop the qualifying word, mesh, associated with these points, since no confusion will result. Let / denote a discretization of / That is a function which interpolates / on the mesh. Similarly, u and v will denote discretizations of u and v respectively. 0 will denote a primitive of /.
In addition to the usual forward and backward divided difference operators, which will be denoted by a subscript x or x respectively, we will make use of a directional divided difference operator used by F. W. Dorr [1] . This is given by Since (3.5) may be multiplied by a constant, the choice of the primitive $ occurring therein is arbitrary.
Remark 3.1. The directionally discretized terms in (3.4) and (3.5) respectively involve u¡ and ui+, and v¡ and u¡_, or they involve u¡ and u¡_. and v¡ and vi+. depending on the sign of / 3.3. Treatment at a Neighboring Point. The principal difficulty at a neighboring point x¡ involves the evaluation of the second divided difference. We are ill advised to use (3.4) and (3.5) at a neighboring point since the terms ( • )xx , will involve values at both an irregular point and at a neighboring point, these points delimiting a region of rapid change of u and/or v, when e is small. Let x* denote the irregular point for which x¡ is a neighbor.
We proceed to obtain an alternate approximation to the second derivatives. Let r denote the second derivative of u. Then (2.2)(c) becomes (3.6) er +fu +gu = h.
Differentiating (3.6) gives (3.7) fr + if' + g)u + g'u = tí -er.
Combining (3.6) and (3.7) gives (3.8) r \f2 -e(f' + g)] = igu -h) if' + g) + /[(ft' -er') + g 'u] .
If the last bracket here is bounded at x¡, we may neglect it, since its coefficient / is small at x¡; (provided of course that \x¡ -x¡* \ is small, which we assume). Then for r, we have the approximation (3.9) er = Xl{gu-h), where (3.10) Xx = e{g+f')l{f2-e(f' +g)).
A Similarly, denoting the second derivative of w = e*lev by s, we obtain from (2.2)(d) the following four equations in place of (3.6), (3.7), (3.9) and (3.10), respectively, (3.11) es-fw +ig-f')w=0, In (3.18), r is computed by means of (3.9) and (3.10) and in (3.9) we may set u equal to y¡ which is known to us. Since y is the principal function, y¡ is known and so then from (3.17)-(3.19), p is known.
In the case that the principal function y is identified with e '* v, we similarly derive (3.17). But now We may identify X+ + X+ + p+w + + p+w+ with (2.31)(a) as an approximation to the solution y, to one side of an irregular point. From Table 2 (ii) The treatment of neighboring points and irregular points required division by g (cf. (3.20) ). Thus, as stated, the algorithm imposes the constraint that g not vanish in the vicinity of an irregular point. Nevertheless, by ignoring the status of neighboring and irregular points and applying (3.4) and (3.5) to all points, an alternate algorithm is formally defined. Although we have not tested it, this alternate algorithm is probably reasonable in some cases.
(iii) At an irregular point, the values of the right and left sided derivatives of / (as well as the values of g) must not cause the vanishing of the determinant arising out of (3.27) and (3.28), for solving for p+ and p_ (i.e. the discrete analogue of the resonance phenomenon, already referred to, must be avoided).
(iv) If algorithmic resonance but not real resonance does occur, it can be eliminated by small changes in / in the vicinity of irregular points. The effect of these changes is likely to result in small changes in the numerical results. For example, this is the case for those problems for which the maximum principle maintains. Pearson [6] has studied some of these cases by a refinement method. We get exactly the same results as he in the cases: 5.3, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7; and close to his results in cases: 5.4, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12. We compare also our result to an exact solution in cases: 5.14, 5.15, 5.16. In all these cases, the difference goes to zero with the mesh increment and, when the maximum principle is satisfied, is less than the mesh increment. 
